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Maps 10 & 11: Wallcliffe Road to Redgate Beach – 10.81 km
Access
• Rainbow Cave Road, 2 km from Caves Road (sealed)
• Blackboy Hollow Road, 1.5 km from Caves Road (gravel – 4WD).
• Redgate Beach – Redgate Road, 4 km from Caves Road (sealed).
Facilities
• Redgate Carpark – toilets; no water.
Water
• Boodjidup Brook – dries to a trickle in summer.
Description

Wallcliffe Road to Rainbow Cave Road (4.18 km)
Cross Wallcliffe Road and follow the cycle path inland for 0.25 km, then turn right,
to the south, up the first sandy track onto the ridge. The southern end of the Winter
Diversion joins here. After 660 m turn left uphill, then right again at the T-junction
at the top. After 600 m look for the turn left onto a footpath cutting through the bush
for 60 m to another N–S firebreak. Cross over this and continue east along another
firebreak over the ridge for 700 m. Just before the end of this track turn right (S) onto
the first of a parallel set of N–S firebreaks. Walk south for 1.19 km, curving round to
join the outer firebreak for the last 300 m to pass the western end of Rainbow Cave
Road.

Rainbow Cave Road to Boodjidup Brook 2.44 km)
Continue along the sand-track for  170 m, then straight on at the next junction over a
short, steep knoll with superb 360° views. Note: Turning right at this junction will take
you back over the ridge to Gnarabup and Prevelly.
Look carefully for the narrow footpath that branches left (E), just over the knoll.
This footpath wends eastwards for about 450 m, around the corner of a private property,
to join a firebreak that runs south for about 680 m to Blackboy Hollow Road. Half way
along this sector the Track veers left, on a short section of footpath that runs just east of,
but parallel to, the firebreak. This is to avoid private property.
Cross Blackboy Hollow Road. Turn right (W) a few metres further, up a short, steep
hill, then left (SW). Soon you start to descend gently with lovely views over Boodjidup
Valley, to reach the 365 steps down to Boodjidup Brook! This stream is deep and swiftflowing after heavy rainfall. A Green Corps crew assembled the steel Mouritz Bridge in
1999, after carrying in
all the materials by hand.
Please do not exceed the
maximum numbers of
people on the bridge.

Looking south
from the knoll
in the Blackboy
Hollow area. Ahead
is the junction
where the Track
branches left, east,
towards Blackboy
Hollow Road

Boodjidup Brook
to Redgate Carpark
(4.19 km)
Take the narrow
footpath along the south
bank of the Brook and
over the dunes to the
coast (2 km). The Track
turns south, keeping to
the east bank until the
Brook exits to the sea
from the southern end
of a long sandbar. In
summer you can walk
down the dry stream-bed
here.
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The Track above the
northern slope of Boodjidup
Valley. Boodjidup Brook

lies in the distance

The long stretch of
beach to Redgate (2 km)
is often soft and steep,
but is great for a cooling
dip in summer! Winter
storms may wash out
short sections but you
can find a way through
the low dunes behind.
The last 0.5 km beneath
the cliffs is an easy
scramble round low
rocks to a small sandy
bay, then up the path to
Redgate Carpark.
Northbound: After
the 2 km beach walk
from Redgate, exit near
the rocks a few metres
before of the mouth of
Boodjidup Brook. Skirt
around the stream bank
till you find the path through the scrub and follow along the brook’s east bank.
The stream does a 90° bend, after which you climb up through a dune blow-out
and continue along to Mouritz Bridge. Be prepared for the steep climb up the
365 steps! Continue on to cross Blackboy Hollow Road, and follow the firebreak
north, just outside a private property. Where the track
turns left, look for the narrow footpath around the
corner of the property and on, westwards for 0.4 km.
At the T-junction turn right over the knoll then straight
on along a sandy track, passing the end of Rainbow
Cave Road. After another 300 m veer left to the inner
firebreak and continue north to the first intersection.
Turn left (W) across the ridge and straight over the next
firebreak onto a short, 60 m section of narrow footpath
through the bush. Turn right (N) and reverse the
directions to Wallcliffe Road 1.64 km).
Suggested short walks
• There are good one-way walks between Prevelly
and Rainbow Cave Road (5.5 km), or Blackboy
Hollow Road (7.5 km).
• An excellent longer loop walk (10 km) is one from
Baudin Drive up to the communications tower,
around the ridge and down Boodjidup Valley,
paddling across the brook where it turns south and
returning along the beach. It saves the slog back
up the road if you have a car parked at the road
end at Gas Bay. Not recommended in winter when
the brook may be waist deep.

The bottom few of the 365 steps up the
northern bank of Boodjidup Valley
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